1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Alzheimers disease (AD) is clinically characterized by the appearance of a progressive decline in memory and cognition ([@bb0010]). It is the most common form of neurodegenerative dementia and has an astounding impact at individual and societal levels ([@bb0280]; [@bb0300]; [@bb0400]). Despite a concerted effort to establish treatments for moderate and severe AD, clinical trial for alleviating such a degenerative process has yielded meager success ([@bb0175]; [@bb0410]). Symptomatic treatments for AD could be efficacious only if the diagnostic and treatment envelop fall back to the early prodromal stage, such as mild cognitive impairment (MCI) ([@bb0160]; [@bb0305]). Such conceptual appeal of early diagnosis and prognosis of MCI and AD in mitigating disease impact has been tested recently, providing promising results and evidences that prodromal stages of AD are windows of opportunity in reducing the incidence and symptoms of AD ([@bb0115]; [@bb0270]; [@bb0295]).

Neuroimaging has provided relevant information on the diagnostic status and disease progression of AD and MCI. In quantifying patterns of structural change during early stages of AD, several neuroimaging initiatives[2](#fn0010){ref-type="fn"} have discovered biological markers associated with AD and MCI based on multi-modal brain images and machine learning. In general, multi-modal neuroimaging data performs better than unimodal data in terms of the diagnostic accuracy of AD/MCI (e.g., ([@bb0090]; [@bb0085]; [@bb0220]; [@bb0210]; [@bb0240]; [@bb0255]; [@bb0265]; [@bb0420]; [@bb0440])). To our knowledge, the AD classification accuracies from existing literature ranged between 86 and 93% using the volumetric morphology of a subset of the T~1~-weighted images from the Alzheimer\'s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative[3](#fn0015){ref-type="fn"} (ADNI) (n = 100--420) ([@bb0055]; [@bb0220]; [@bb0215]; [@bb0210]; [@bb0430]). In contrast, AD classification using regional cortical thickness features performed slightly worse (≈85%) as compared to the regional volumetric features (n = 220--400) ([@bb0210]; [@bb0265]; [@bb0395]). Multi-modal features that include regional gray matter (GM) volumes, regional mean intensity of Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and amyloid decomposition, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) showed further improvement in diagnostic accuracy for AD to 93--96% and for MCI 80--82% ([@bb0420]; [@bb0440]). However, despite the high classification accuracy, multi-modal imaging studies were often constrained by a small sample size as compared to unimodal imaging studies due to difficulties in acquiring multi-modal neuroimaging data from the same subject. This thus limited their generalizability to large datasets and other populations.

The accuracy of MCI and AD prediction has been further improved with the recent advent of deep learning. Most of the existing deep learning based implementation is performed on a coarse patch or brain region of T~1~-weighted images ([@bb0135]; [@bb0260]; [@bb0350]). The classification accuracies reached to 94% and 83% for AD and MCI classifications respectively when a sparse auto-encoder based on patches of T~1~-weighted images and a convolutional neural network (CNN) based on 2D T~1~-weighted images were employed ([@bb0135]). Moreover, when a CNN was implemented on 3D T~1~-weighted images, the analysis further improved classification accuracies to 95% and 92% for AD and MCI respectively ([@bb0260]). Despite high classification accuracies, there are several caveats of these neural network based methods that are worth further investigation. For example, the model architecture was limited to CNN with only 1 convolutional layer ([@bb0135]). The sample in a majority of these existing studies was limited to the subsample of ADNI-1 (e.g., 755 MRI scans for each clinical class) ([@bb0135]; [@bb0260]). Hence, a couple of questions remain unclear: 1) whether the accuracy of these classifiers on a large sample can achieve the same level as that using a small sample; 2) whether the classifiers trained on a specific dataset or population are generalizable or transferable to other datasets/populations. In this realm, whether an AD/MCI classifier built on a Caucasian population could predict well the diagnosis of an Asian population has yet been explored. The generalization of these classifiers to other datasets or populations, particularly those with a small sample size, is also crucial to mitigate the burden of building a reliable population-specific classifier from scratch.

In this study, we aimed to answer these questions using the cortical thickness data extracted from T~1~-weighted MR scans, deep neural network classifier, and transfer learning. Cortical thinning has been reported in AD/MCI patients ([@bb0070]; [@bb0190]; [@bb0185]; [@bb0335]), and has been identified as imaging biomarkers for the identification of AD/MCI, as well as the progression from MCI to AD ([@bb0285]; [@bb0290]; [@bb0310]). However, a substantial body of existing studies ([@bb0105]; [@bb0395]) employed regional features, e.g., the mean cortical thickness within a region-of-interest (ROI), for classification, but did not incorporate the cortical geometry. Two brain regions are close in terms of Euclidean distance but are far along the cortical surface, which influences the convolution operation in CNN. In addition, cortical sulci become wider as thickness decreases in MCI/AD patients. Hence, it is crucial to take into account of cortical geometry in CNN. In this study, we employed a spectral graph-CNN ([@bb0060]) to incorporate the cortical geometry that can be represented as a graph. Unlike the traditional CNN in which the convolution and pooling operate on a regular Euclidean grid, the convolution and pooling operations in a graph-CNN were designed on an irregular grid. In our case, the convolution filters and pooling were applied along the cortical ribbon. We trained a spectral graph-CNN on cortical thickness of the ADNI-2 dataset, which consisted mainly of a Caucasian population, and then transferred this model to predict AD and MCI diagnosis of the ADNI-1 cohort and an Asian cohort. Unlike existing studies that used a subset of the ADNI dataset (e.g., ([@bb0170])), we used all available MRI scans from the ADNI-2 cohort (n = 3089) to train a robust spectral graph-CNN for dementia classification. We then used transfer learning to evaluate the generalizability of the spectral graph-CNN based AD/MCI classifier trained on a sizable Caucasian dataset to both the full dataset of the ADNI-1 cohort and a small Asian dataset. In the context of neural networks, transfer learning employs features/knowledge learned by a base network on a base dataset/task to a target network via fine-tuning on a target dataset/task ([@bb0415]). The target network tends to perform better than the same network that trained from scratch if the learned features share specific structures of both the base and target datasets/tasks. We thus expected that the classifiers obtained from the ADNI-2 dataset could achieve similar classification accuracy for the ADNI-1 and Asian populations.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Datasets {#s0015}
-------------

### 2.1.1. ADNI cohorts[4](#fn0020){ref-type="fn"} {#s0020}

This study included 1083 and 1012 subjects from the ADNI-2 and ADNI-1 cohorts, respectively. Subjects were primarily Caucasian and aged between 55 and 90 years old. The ADNI-1 cohort had 242 cognitive normal (CN), 415 MCI, and 355 AD. The ADNI-2 cohort had 300 CN, 314 early MCI (EMCI), 208 late MCI (LMCI) and 261 AD at the first visit, while the number of visits of each subject varied from 1 to 7 (i.e., baseline, 3-, 6-, 12-, 24-, 36-, and 48-month). At each visit, the subjects in the ADNI-1 cohort were diagnosed with one of the three clinical statuses and those in the ADNI-2 cohort were diagnosed with one of the four clinical statuses. The general diagnostic criteria for early and late MCI were the same except LMCI subjects had a lower cut-off point for logical memory II subscale from Wechsler Memory Scale. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} provides demographic and clinical information of subjects from the ADNI-1 and ADNI-2 cohorts.Table 1Demographic and clinical information of the ADNI-1 and ADNI-2 cohorts at the time of MRI acquisition.Table 1ADNI-1 cohortCNMCIADNumber of subjects[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}242415355Number of scans107115151016Female/male493/578525/990443/573Age (mean ± SD)76.9 ± 5.375.9 ± 7.376.3 ± 7.2MMSE (mean ± SD)29.1 ± 1.127.0 ± 2.422.0 ± 4.2CDR-SB (mean ± SD)0.1 ± 0.41.8 ± 1.15.2 ± 2.5  ADNI-2 cohortCNEMCILMCIADNumber of subjects[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}300314208261Number of scans960899638592Female/Male512/448408/491283/355256/336Age (Mean ± SD)75.6 ± 6.972.9 ± 7.673.7 ± 8.075.3 ± 7.7MMSE (Mean ± SD)29.0 ± 1.328.1 ± 1.827.3 ± 2.221.8 ± 4.4CDR-SB (Mean ± SD)0.1 ± 0.31.3 ± 0.91.8 ± 1.25.7 ± 2.8[^2][^3]

As each subject may have multiple MRI scans due to multiple visits, we included all available T~1~-weighted images with good quality after processing. We used the clinical status at the time of the MRI acquisition as the classification ground truth, i.e., a subject with multiple scans may have different clinical labels if he/she converted from one clinical status to another at the following visits. Out of 3703 downloaded scans in the ADNI-1 cohort, we discarded 101 scans with no clinical label, thus leaving 3602 scans for further analyses. Out of 3234 downloaded scans in the ADNI-2 cohort, we discarded 47 scans with no clinical label thus leaving 3187 scans for further analysis.

### 2.1.2. Asian cohort {#s0025}

This study included 347 subjects (176 CN, 128 Moderate MCI and 43 AD) from an ongoing Asian aging study. The diagnosis of MCI and AD followed the same criteria as given in the ADNI (see details in [@bb0370]; [@bb0365]). The moderate MCI category in the Asian cohort is equivalent to the LMCI in the ADNI-2 cohort due to its more severe cognitive impairment (i.e., impairment in at least three cognitive domains of a formal neuropsychological test battery). Note that the Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE) cutoff used for this Asian cohort was relatively lower than that used in the ADNI-2 but was validated well in the Asian population ([@bb0035]). [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} lists demographic and clinical information of subjects from the Asian cohort.Table 2Demographic and clinical information of the Asian cohort.Table 2CNModerate MCIADNumber of subjects17612843Female/male79/9784/4429/14Age (mean ± SD)67.4 ± 5.174.1 ± 6.476.5 ± 7.7MMSE (mean ± SD)26.5 ± 2.121.0 ± 3.915.3 ± 4.7CDR-SB (mean ± SD)0.1 ± 0.20.9 ± 1.46.7 ± 3.7[^4]

2.2. MRI data acquisition and analysis {#s0030}
--------------------------------------

### 2.2.1. ADNI-1 and ADNI-2 cohorts {#s0035}

Structural T~1~-weighted MRI scans were acquired using either 1.5 T or 3 T scanners. The typical 1.5 T acquisition parameters were repetition time (TR) = 2400 ms, minimum full echo time (TE), inversion time (TI) = 1000 ms, flip angle = 8°, field-of-view (FOV) = 240 × 240 mm^2^, acquisition matrix = 256 × 256 × 170 in the ***x***-, ***y***-, and ***z***-dimensions, yielding a voxel size of 1.25 × 1.25 × 1.2 mm^3^. For 3 T scans, the acquisition parameters were a TR = 2300 ms, minimum full TE, TI = 900 ms, flip angle = 8°, FOV = 260 × 260 mm^2^, acquisition matrix = 256 × 256 × 170, yielding a voxel size of 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.2 mm^3^.

### 2.2.2. Asian cohort {#s0040}

All MRI scans were acquired on a 3 T Siemens Magnetom Trio Tim scanner using a 32-channel head coil at the Clinical Imaging Research Centre of the National University of Singapore. The T~1~-weighted MR images were acquired using magnetization prepared rapid gradient recalled echo with 192 slices, 1 mm thickness, in-plane resolution 1 mm, no inter-slice gap, sagittal acquisition, FOV = 256 × 256 mm^2^, acquisition matrix = 256 × 256, TR = 2300 ms, TE = 1.9 ms, TI = 900 ms and flip angle = 9°.

### 2.2.3. MRI data analysis {#s0045}

All T~1~-weighted images from the ADNI-1, ADNI-2, and Asian datasets were segmented using FreeSurfer ([@bb0120]). The white and pial cortical surfaces were generated at the boundary between white and gray matter and the boundary of gray matter and CSF, respectively. Cortical thickness was computed as the distance between the white and pial cortical surfaces. We represented cortical thickness on the mean surface, the average between the white and pial cortical surfaces. We employed a large deformation diffeomorphic metric mapping (LDDMM) algorithm ([@bb0075]; [@bb0355], [@bb0360]; [@bb0435]) to align individual cortical surfaces to the atlas and transferred the thickness of each subject to the atlas. This study included 3602, 3089, and 347 scans in the ADNI-1, ADNI-2, and Asian cohorts. Any processed imaging data that included any of the errors listed on <https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/FsTutorial/TroubleshootingData> was discarded.

2.3. Cortical graph neural network {#s0050}
----------------------------------

Mathematically, cortical thickness is a function defined on the cortical surface, where the cortical surface is a triangular mesh, represented as a *graph*, ***M***^*h*^ = {***V***^*h*^, ***E***^*h*^}. ***V***^*h*^ = {***v***~*i*~^*h*^\| *i* = 1, ⋯, *n*~*h*~} and ***E***~*ij*~^*h*^ = {*e*~*ij*~^*h*^ = (*v*~*i*~^*h*^, *v*~*j*~^*h*^)\| 1 ≤ *i* ≤ *n*~*h*~, 1 ≤ *j* ≤ *n*~*h*~, *i* ≠ *j*} are the vertex and edge sets, respectively, and *n*~*h*~ is the number of vertices on the graph (brain cortical surface) of hemisphere *h*. The cortical thickness of one hemisphere can be represented as ***c***^*h*^ = {*c*~*i*~^*h*^\| *i* = 1, ⋯, *n*~*h*~}, with *c*~*i*~^*h*^ is the cortical thickness value at vertex *i* of hemisphere *h*. Thus, the cortical surface graph ***M***^***h***^ and the corresponding cortical thickness vector (***c***) of an individual in the atlas space can be represented respectively as$$\mathbf{M} = \begin{pmatrix}
\mathbf{M}^{l} & 0 \\
0 & \mathbf{M}^{r} \\
\end{pmatrix}$$$$\mathbf{c} = \begin{pmatrix}
\mathbf{c}^{l} & 0 \\
0 & \mathbf{c}^{r} \\
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
{c_{1}^{l}\ c_{2}^{l}\cdots c_{n_{l}}^{l}} & 0 \\
0 & {c_{1}^{r}\ c_{2}^{r}\cdots c_{n_{r}}^{r}} \\
\end{pmatrix}$$where ***M***^*l*^ and ***M***^*r*^ denote the cortical graphs for the left and right hemispheres, respectively, and ***c***^*l*^ and ***c***^*r*^ denote the cortical thickness vectors of the left and right hemispheres, respectively. Note that ***M*** was the same for all subjects and was used with the individual cortical thickness vectors ***c*** as the input to train a graph-CNN model for disease classification as described below. In our case, the numbers of vertices on ***M***^*l*^ and ***M***^*r*^ were 152,461 and 152,671 respectively.

[Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A shows the architecture of the spectral graph-CNN used in this study, which was based on the formulation in ([@bb0060]). This graph-CNN concatenates an input layer, followed by three graph convolutional layers, a fully connected layer, and an output layer. The input layer took individual cortical thickness (***c***) and its underlying graph (***M***) as the input and then fed them to the first graph convolutional layer. The convolution on the graph is defined as$$y = \sum\limits_{k = 0}^{K - 1}\theta_{k}T_{k}\left( L \right)x$$where *y* is the output of the convolution, *x* is the input signal (e.g., cortical thickness or output of the previous convolutional layer). The vector *θ* = (*θ*~1~, *θ*~2~, ..., *θ*~*K*−1~)^*T*^ is a vector of Chebyshev coefficients, and *T*~*k*~(*L*) is the Chebyshev polynomials of order *k* evaluated at the Laplacian of ***M***, *L* = *D*^−1/2^*WD*^1/2^, where *D* ∈ *ℝ*^*n*×*n*^ is a diagonal matrix with *D*~*ii*~ = ∑~*j*≠*i*~*W*~*ij*~ such that its eigenvalues lie within \[−1, 1\]. With recurrence relation of Chebyshev polynomials and let ${\overline{x}}_{k} = T_{k}\left( L \right)x = 2L{\overline{x}}_{k - 1} - {\overline{x}}_{k - 2}$ with ${\overline{x}}_{0} = x$ and ${\overline{x}}_{1} = \mathit{Lx}$, the convolutional operation can be simplified as $y = g_{\theta}\left( L \right)x = \left\lbrack {{\overline{x}}_{0},\cdots,{\overline{x}}_{K - 1}} \right\rbrack\theta$ with $g_{\theta}\left( L \right) = \sum\limits_{k = 0}^{K - 1}\theta_{k}T_{k}\left( L \right)$ are the learnable filters ([@bb0060]). The polynomial order *K* ensures that the filters are strictly localized in a ball of radius *K*, i.e., *K* hops from the central node. In the graph convolutional layer, the input was convolved with learnable filters and went through a nonlinear activation function called Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), defined as *f*(*x*) =  max (0, *x*) ([@bb0245]), to form the output of the current layer, i.e., feature map.Fig. 1Graph-CNN Architecture. (A) The graph-CNN model used in this study. (B) The coarsening and pooling operations for an input graph in a convolutional layer.Fig. 1

After the convolution, an average-pooling process with stride \>1 was interspersed to reduce dimensionality and to produce a more compact hierarchical representation of the input data. The pooling process was performed by applying a simple regular 1D pooling operator on the rearranged meaningful neighboring nodes as shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B. The meaningful neighboring nodes were determined via a two-step approach: 1) coarsening the graph by a factor of two at each level, and 2) creating a balanced binary tree such that each node in the coarser graph has either one or two child nodes. In the coarsening step, two neighboring nodes that with maximum local normalized cut ([@bb0320]) were merged until the number of nodes at the coarser level was approximately half of the previous level. The coarsening process was repeated until the coarsest level was achieved. At the coarsest level, the merged nodes were *arbitrarily arranged* and this ordering was propagated stepwise to the finest level (i.e., the input graph). Finally, a simple regular 1D average-pooling was performed on the rearranged nodes. The average-pooled feature maps were then fed as the input to the next graph convolutional layer. In the last graph convolutional layer, the filtered data were flattened and fed to the fully connected layer. The fully connected layer, which was the same as the conventional multilayer neural network, integrated all information from the last convolutional layer to make a clinical decision at the output (logits) layer via a softmax function.

The choice of the number of layers, the number of filters in each layer and the order of Chebyshev polynomials are highly application-specific. In this study, the graph-CNN was constructed with three graph convolutional layers, one fully connected layer and one output layer as shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A. The number of filters in each graph convolutional layer was set as \[8, 16, 32\] respectively, the order of Chebyshev polynomial as 3 in every graph convolutional layer, and the number of the hidden nodes in the fully connected layer as 128 (Please see Figs. S1, S2, S3 and S[4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} in Supplementary Materials for the effects of network parameters). The network parameters were trained using a back propagation algorithm with a mini-batch size of 32, an initial learning rate of 1e^−3^, a learning rate decay of 0.05 for every 20 epochs, and a momentum of 0.9 ([@bb0045]). The model was implemented using the TensorFlow[5](#fn0025){ref-type="fn"} library. During the training process, an *l*~2~-norm regularization function of 5e^−4^ was applied on all trainable filter weights to prevent over-fitting to the training data.

In our experiments, we evaluated the performance of the spectral graph-CNN based on 10-fold across-validation. We randomly selected a predefined percentage (10%) of subjects from each class as the testing subjects, and the remaining subjects were used as the training subjects for each cohort data. This ensures that the ratio of the number of subjects in each class in the testing dataset was similar to that in the training dataset. All MRI scans of the testing subjects were used to form the testing set, and the remaining MRI scans were used to form the training set. The model that performed the best on the validation subset according to adjusted geometric mean was used to predict the clinical status of the testing set. We opted to employ an adjusted geometric mean ($\text{AGMean} = \sqrt{{SEN} \times {SPE}} - \frac{1}{2}\left( {{SEN} - {SPE}} \right)^{2}$, see the definitions of sensitivity (SEN) and specificity (SPE) below) as the optimization criterion to identify the most effective and balanced graph-CNN model during training. It not only maximizes the accuracy on each of the two classes but also minimizes the difference between the sensitivity and specificity, i.e., balanced performance for both the positive and negative classes. The experiment was repeated for five times, and the average performance was reported in the result section. We performed the same training and evaluation procedures for six classifiers, including CN vs. AD, CN vs. LMCI, CN vs. EMCI, EMCI vs. LMCI, EMCI vs. AD, and LMCI vs. AD.

2.4. Generalization from ADNI-2 to ADNI-1 cohort {#s0055}
------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the generalizability of the graph-CNN models to other datasets of similar Caucasian populations, we fine-tuned the models that were pre-trained based on the ADNI-2 cohort using the training set of the ADNI-1 cohort, and then evaluated their performance on the testing set of the ADNI-1 cohort. We hypothesized that a robust dementia classifier should be able to perform well on the MR scans that were acquired using different scanners with different field strengths and scanning protocols; i.e., *generalizability across datasets*. As the samples in the ADNI-1 cohort were diagnosed with 3 clinical statuses (i.e., CN, MCI and AD), we fine-tuned the CN vs. AD, CN vs. LMCI, and LMCI vs. AD models that performed the best on the testing set of the ADNI-2 cohort to the ADNI-1 cohort for CN vs. AD, CN vs. MCI, and MCI vs. AD classifications. As some of the samples in the ADNI-1 cohort were followed up in the following ADNI-2 study, we excluded those subjects (as well as their scans) that were used for training the spectral graph-CNN models based on the ADNI-2 cohort to avoid performance bias. Specifically, we utilized 654 CN scans and 965 AD scans of the ADNI-1 cohort for CN vs. AD classification, 661 CN scans and 1210 MCI scans of the ADNI-1 cohort for CN vs. MCI classification, and 1071 MCI scans and 944 AD scans of the ADNI-1 cohort for MCI vs. AD classification.[6](#fn0030){ref-type="fn"}

For the models that were learned directly based on the ADNI-1 training set, all the parameters of the spectral graph-CNN models were initialized with a truncated normal distribution of zero mean and standard deviation of 0.1. For fine-tuning the trained models, we froze the convolutional layers, and updated only the parameters in the fully connected and the logits layers. We believed that the graph convolutional layers in the trained model are capable of capturing some basic yet essential dementia-associated patterns from the ADNI-2 cohort, and these patterns should also are essential to the ADNI-1 cohort, as both cohort were acquired from the similar populations. It is important to note that, for a fair comparison, the trained models were fine-tuned using the same experimental settings as the 'learn-from-scratch models', except with a smaller initial learning rate (1e^−4^ vs. 1e^−3^).

2.5. Transfer learning from the ADNI-2 to the Asian cohort {#s0060}
----------------------------------------------------------

We transferred the spectral graph-CNN models that were trained on the ADNI-2 dataset to the Asian dataset. Precisely, the models that performed the best on the testing set of the ADNI-2 cohort were fine-tuned on the training set of the Asian population. The performance of the fine-tuned model was then evaluated on the testing set of the Asian cohort. We hypothesized that the trained model should perform either *better than* or, at least, *comparable* to the learn-from-scratch model but with *less training effort*. We tested our hypothesis by comparing the performance of the trained models with the same models that learned from scratch for CN vs. Moderate MCI task. For our purpose, the model that performed the best for CN vs. LMCI task on the ADNI-2 cohort was fine-tuned for CN vs. Moderate MCI task on the Asian cohort.

To evaluate the transfer performance from the ADNI-2 to the Asian cohorts, we used the same experimental settings as for the transfer learning from the ADNI-2 to the ADNI-1 cohorts, as described in the previous section.

It is well-known that learning or fine-tuning a deep neural network requires datasets with a relatively large sample size. With a limited number of AD subjects (*n* = 43) in the Asian cohort, direct training a spectral graph-CNN or fine-tuning a trained model on the Asian cohort for AD prediction is unreliable. We thus directly used the previously fine-tuned CN vs. LMCI model to predict the labels of all 43 AD subjects in the Asian cohort. We anticipated that the trained model fine-tuned on the less severe condition (i.e., Moderate MCI) of the Asian cohort might be able to identify the more severe condition (i.e., AD) from the same cohort.

2.6. Evaluation measures {#s0065}
------------------------

Classification accuracy (ACC), sensitivity (SEN), and specificity (SPE) are often used to quantify the classification performance. They are defined as follows,$${ACC} = \frac{{TP} + {TN}}{{TP} + {TN} + {FN} + {FP}}$$$${SEN} = \frac{TP}{{TP} + {FN}}$$$${SPE} = \frac{TN}{{TN} + {FP}}$$where TP, TN, FN, and FP denote the true positive, true negative, false negative and false positive, respectively. The sensitivity and specificity provide the proportion of correctly identified samples for positive and negative classes, respectively. However, these measures, including the predictive accuracy, are sensitive to the ratio of the number of subjects in the positive and negative classes, and hence may provide inaccurate and misleading information on the performance of a classifier on an imbalanced dataset ([@bb0225]). To overcome this issue and to take into consideration the ratio of the number of subjects in the positive and negative classes, we used the geometric mean (GMean) and F1 score (F1), defined as$$\text{GMean} = \sqrt{{SEN} \times {SPE}} = \sqrt{\frac{TP}{{TP} + {FN}} \times \frac{TN}{{TN} + {FP}}}$$$$F1 = \frac{2{TP}}{2{TP} + {FP} + {FN}}$$

Both metrics attempt to maximize the accuracy of each of the two classes when the number of subjects in the positive and negative classes is imbalanced ([@bb0015]).

2.7. Most discriminating brain regions based on cortical thickness {#s0070}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Identifying the most discriminating brain regions based on cortical thickness could potentially provide insight into anomalies of the brain morphological geometry in individuals with dementia. To accomplish this goal, we first grouped vertices on the cortical surface based on their shortest distance to one of the 76 cortical regions defined in the well-known Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas ([@bb0380]). We then utilized a "leave-one-region-out" strategy to evaluate the contribution of cortical thickness within a brain region to dementia classification. In this strategy, cortical thickness of vertices within a brain region was first set to zero to remove its morphological information but preserving the topology of the cortical thickness graph. This "trimmed" cortical thickness graph was then fed to the spectral graph-CNN fine-tuned on the ADNI-2 cohort to predict its clinical label. The same process was repeated for all 76 brain regions to quantify the contribution of every brain region to dementia classification. The discriminative power or the contribution of a brain region is proportional to the drop of classification accuracy when cortical thickness of vertices within that region was excluded during classification. A brain region is considered the most discriminative if its removal causes the most significant drop in classification accuracy. We provided the top ten brain regions that with the most significant discriminative power (i.e., the most significant drop of classification accuracy) for the CN vs. AD and CN vs. LMCI classification tasks based on all available CN, AD, and LMCI scans from the ADNI-2 cohort.

3. Results {#s0075}
==========

We validated the effectiveness of the proposed framework for the dementia classification based on the cortical thickness data. To prevent potential leak of information in 10-fold across-validation, we constructed non-overlapping training and testing sets. Specifically, we randomly selected 10% of subjects from each class as the testing subjects, and the remaining subjects were used as the training subjects. We then used all MRI scans of the testing subjects to form our testing set and all MRI scans of the training subjects to form our training set. This ensured no overlapping in subjects and scans in the training and testing sets and thus guaranteed unbiased evaluation performance.

In this section, we first provided the classification performance of the spectral graph-CNN on the ADNI-2 cohort and compared its performance with that of neural networks in Euclidian domain, including a conventional multilayer network (MLN) and a conventional 1D CNN on the cortical thickness data and a conventional 2D CNN on T~1~-weighted MRI images. We then provided the prediction accuracy for the conversion of MCI to AD. Then, we provided the transfer classification performance of the spectral graph-CNN that trained on the ADNI-2 cohort, but fine-tuned and tested on the ADNI-1 and Asian cohorts.

3.1. Classification performance on the ADNI-2 cohort {#s0080}
----------------------------------------------------

[Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} lists the mean classification performance of the spectral graph-CNN on the ADNI-2 cohort over five repetitions. The classification accuracies for CN vs. AD (85.8%) and EMCI vs. AD (79.2%) were high, given the large sample size, followed with CN vs. LMCI (69.3%), LMCI vs. AD (65.2%), and EMCI vs. LMCI (60.9%). The classification accuracy for CN vs. EMCI (51.8%) was the lowest among the six classifiers and had the largest variability of all measures, suggesting similar brain morphology between the normal controls and early MCI subjects. The same pattern was observed when F1 and GMean were employed.Table 3Classification performance of the graph CNN, multilayer network (MLN), 1D and 2D convolutional neural networks (CNN) on the ADNI-2 dataset.Table 3ModelTaskSampleACC (%)SEN (%)SPE (%)F1 (%)GMean (%)**CN vs. AD**960/592**85.8** **±** **0.883.5** **±** **3.287.5** **±** **2.882.9** **±** **0.985.4** **±** **0.8**Graph**CN vs. LMCI**960/638**69.3** **±** **2.265.6** **±** **7.672.0** **±** **5.464.2** **±** **4.368.5** **±** **3.0**CNN**CN vs. EMCI**960/899**51.8** **±** **1.255.3** **±** **5.148.6** **±** **6.452.6** **±** **2.153.5** **±** **4.2EMCI vs. LMCI**899/638**60.9** **±** **2.252.5** **±** **8.867.8** **±** **9.853.5** **±** **3.559.1** **±** **1.4EMCI vs. AD**899/592**79.2** **±** **2.670.4** **±** **4.785.8** **±** **4.774.4** **±** **3.377.6** **±** **2.7LMCI vs. AD**638/592**65.2** **±** **1.662.6** **±** **5.268.0** **±** **6.664.1** **±** **2.265.3** **±** **1.4**CN vs. AD960/59281.8 ± 1.0[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}78.7 ± 4.0[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}84.0 ± 3.878.3 ± 1.1[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}81.6 ± 1.6[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}CN vs. LMCI960/63864.6 ± 3.2[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}55.7 ± 3.2[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}71.0 ± 5.656.9 ± 3.0[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}62.7 ± 2.7[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}MLNCN vs. EMCI960/89955.3 ± 3.158.7 ± 5.952.2 ± 7.056.2 ± 3.355.0 ± 3.2EMCI vs. LMCI899/63854.8 ± 6.9[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}54.5 ± 10.955.0 ± 5.8[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}50.7 ± 8.554.6 ± 7.3[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}EMCI vs. AD899/59276.4 ± 1.268.9 ± 3.582.2 ± 0.971.3 ± 2.075.1 ± 1.6LMCI vs. AD638/59261.4 ± 5.663.1 ± 4.759.8 ± 8.261.9 ± 4.761.3 ± 5.7CN vs. AD960/59281.7 ± 1.6[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}80.0 ± 5.383.0 ± 3.578.3 ± 2.3[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}81.4 ± 1.9[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}CN vs. LMCI960/63863.1 ± 4.3[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}53.6 ± 7.8[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}69.9 ± 4.854.6 ± 6.4[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}61.0 ± 5.1[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}1DCN vs. EMCI960/89951.4 ± 2.552.6 ± 6.350.3 ± 5.751.3 ± 3.651.3 ± 2.2CNNEMCI vs. LMCI899/63859.1 ± 4.0[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}55.0 ± 6.462.2 ± 8.953.8 ± 3.358.2 ± 3.2[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}EMCI vs. AD899/59274.1 ± 3.564.9 ± 7.381.3 ± 6.168.0 ± 4.672.1 ± 3.6LMCI vs. AD638/59263.9 ± 3.656.7 ± 9.9[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}72.5 ± 7.759.5 ± 4.563.7 ± 4.2CN vs. AD960/59278.4 ± 2.8[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}57.4 ± 7.3[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}86.9 ± 3.060.4 ± 5.5[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}70.5 ± 4.5[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}CN vs. LMCI960/63859.4 ± 2.5[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}51.8 ± 4.4[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}64.9 ± 2.5[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}51.6 ± 3.6[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}57.9 ± 2.9[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}2DCN vs. EMCI960/89952.3 ± 3.149.4 ± 5.454.6 ± 7.950.2 ± 3.251.9 ± 3.1CNNEMCI vs. LMCI899/63860.5 ± 2.845.9 ± 6.2[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}71.7 ± 3.650.0 ± 4.8[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}57.2 ± 3.7EMCI vs. AD899/59266.4 ± 4.2[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}59.4 ± 4.7[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}71.6 ± 7.5[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}60.3 ± 3.9[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}65.1 ± 3.8[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}LMCI vs. AD638/59262.5 ± 3.3[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}69.3 ± 7.555.9 ± 4.6[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}64.6 ± 4.262.1 ± 3.0[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}[^5][^6]

### 3.1.1. Comparison with multilayer network (MLN) {#s0085}

To assess the potential benefits of incorporating cortical geometry into the spectral graph-CNN, we compared the spectral graph-CNN with a conventional multilayer network (MLN) defined in Euclidean domain that took the cortical thickness vector as input but discarded the underlying geometric information of the cortical graph. We designed the MLN with four hidden fully connected layers that respectively had \[1024, 512, 256, 128\] hidden nodes and a bias node for each layer. The network parameters were trained using a stochastic gradient descent approach with a mini-batch size of 32, an initial learning rate of 1e^−3^, a learning rate decay of 0.05 after every 20 epochs, and a momentum of 0.9, the same as those used in training the graph-CNN. However, a larger maximum training epoch of 128 was used to obtain a good validation performance.

The pair-wise *t*-test revealed that the spectral graph-CNN outperformed the MLN in three classifiers, including CN vs. AD, CN vs. LMCI, and EMCI vs. LMCI, in terms of classification accuracy and GMean ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}; all *p*-values \< 0.05). The spectral graph-CNN significantly improved the classification accuracies by 4.0% (CN vs. AD), 4.7% (CN vs. LMCI), and 6.1% (EMCI vs. LMCI). The spectral graph-CNN also performed marginally better than the MLN for EMCI vs. AD (p-value \< 0.06 for classification accuracy and *p*-value≈0.08 for F1 and GMean). Comparable results were shown for CN vs. EMCI and LMCI vs. AD. Due to bias to the ratio of the number of subjects in each class, the sensitivity and specificity showed complementary findings to each other.

### 3.1.2. Comparison with 1D CNN {#s0090}

To illustrate the importance of pooling meaningful neighboring nodes on the cortical graph in pooling operation, we compared the spectral graph-CNN with a conventional 1D CNN that took the cortical thickness vector as input and discarded the spatial correlation of nodes in the cortical graph. The architecture of the 1D CNN was the same as the spectral graph-CNN and with the same number of network parameters except replacing the graph-based pooling process that considers the node-node spatial correlation with a simple grid-based pooling process. The 1D CNN was trained using the same setting as that used for training the spectral graph-CNN but with a larger maximum training epoch of 128.

Similar to the MLN, the spectral graph-CNN outperformed the 1D CNN in three classifiers, including CN vs. AD, CN vs. LMCI, and EMCI vs. LMCI, in terms of classification accuracy and GMean ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}; all *p*-values \< 0.05). The spectral graph-CNN significantly improved the classification accuracies by 4.1% (CN vs. AD), 6.2% (CN vs. LMCI), and 1.8% (EMCI vs. LMCI). The spectral graph-CNN also performed marginally better than the 1D CNN for EMCI vs. AD (*p*-values ≈0.08 for classification accuracy, F1 and GMean). The 1D CNN achieved comparable results compared to the spectral graph-CNN for CN vs. EMCI and LMCI vs. AD.

### 3.1.3. Comparison with 2D CNN {#s0095}

To compare the performance of the spectral graph-CNN with the popular 2D CNN defined in Euclidean domain, we implemented an architecture widely used in computer vision, i.e., the ResNet ([@bb0140]) of 50 layers pre-trained[7](#fn0035){ref-type="fn"} using ImageNet dataset.[8](#fn0040){ref-type="fn"} It took the average intensity values across all 2D slides in the axial, coronal, and sagittal views and fed them to the three channels of the ResNet-50 model. We replaced the output layer of the ResNet-50 model, which initially contained 1000 nodes, with a layer of 2 nodes for binary classification (e.g., CN vs. AD). We fine-tuned all layers with a relatively small initial learning rate of 1e^−4^ and a mini-batch size of 64 for 100 epochs because the representation of the ResNet-50 model learned using natural image dataset might not characterize well the morphological patterns of the brain.

The spectral graph-CNN outperformed the 2D CNN in four classifiers, including CN vs. AD, CN vs. LMCI, EMCI vs. AD and LMCI vs. AD, in terms of classification accuracy and GMean ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}; all *p*-values\<.05). The spectral graph-CNN significantly improved the classification accuracies by 7.4% (CN vs. AD), 9.9% (CN vs. LMCI), 12.8% (EMCI vs. AD) and 2.7% (LMCI vs. AD). The classification accuracy of the 2D CNN for CN vs. EMCI was slightly greater than the spectral graph-CNN but not statistically significant. Due to bias to the ratio of the number of subjects in each class, the sensitivity and specificity showed complementary findings to each other. Moreover, the spectral graph-CNN showed a balanced performance for the classifiers with imbalanced datasets, i.e., CN vs. AD and CN vs. LMCI, according to sensitivity and specificity.

### 3.1.4. Prediction of MCI to AD Conversion {#s0100}

To assess its potential application for predicting the conversion of MCI to AD, we employed the spectral graph-CNN to predict the conversion of MCI subjects to AD based on their cortical thickness graphs at least several months prior to the conversion. Specifically, prediction of MCI to AD conversion was performed only on the cortical thickness graphs of the converted MCI subjects when they were still at EMCI or LMCI conditions. In the ADNI-2 cohort, 24 EMCI and 50 LMCI subjects converted to AD at the followed-up visits. We used their baseline scans and predicted the MCI conversation to AD. The spectral graph-CNN, trained for CN vs. AD task, corrected predicted the conversion of 18/24 EMCI (75%) and 46/50 (92%) LMCI to AD.

3.2. Transfer learning of the graph-CNN to the ADNI-1 cohort {#s0105}
------------------------------------------------------------

[Figs. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} provided the transfer classification performance of the spectral graph-CNN models for CN vs. AD, CN vs. MCI and MCI vs. AD tasks, respectively. These models were trained on the ADNI-2 cohort but tested on the ADNI-1 cohort. The fine-tuning trained models were robustly generalized to the ADNI-1 cohort by achieving good transfer performance for CN vs. AD and MCI vs. AD tasks. For these two tasks, the fine-tuning trained models, in general, achieved higher and more consistent performance than the 'learn-from-scratch' model in terms of sensitivity, F1 score and geometric mean with respect to the number of fine-tuning epoch. Specifically, the CN vs. AD accuracy by the fine-tuning trained graph-CNN model on the ADNI-1 cohort was consistently above 88.0%, since 40 epochs with the best performance ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, ACC = 89.4%, SEN = 91.4%, SPE = 86.5%, F1 = 91.1%, GMean = 88.9%) was achieved at 100 epochs. The fine-tuning trained models for MCI vs. AD performed better than the 'learn-from-scratch' models in all four evaluation measures for fine-tuning epoch smaller than 80. The best MCI vs. AD performance ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, ACC = 65.2%, SEN = 70.6%, SPE = 60.8%, F1 = 64.8%, GMean = 65.5%) by the fine-tuning trained graph-CNN model on the ADNI-1 cohort was achieved at 20 epochs and was compatible to the LMCI vs. AD performance on the ADNI-2 cohort ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, ACC = 65.2%, SEN = 62.6%, SPE = 68.0%, F1 = 64.1%, GMean = 65.3%). On the other hand, the CN vs. MCI performance by the fine-tuning trained models were better than the learn-from-scratch models in specificity, F1 score and geometric mean only for fine-tuning epoch smaller than 60. The best CN vs. MCI performance ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, ACC = 65.0%, SEN = 61.9%, SPE = 70.1%, F1 = 68.8%, GMean = 65.9%) by the fine-tuning trained spectral graph-CNN model was achieved at 40 epochs, but the performance gradually deteriorated when the fine-tuning epoch was increased.Fig. 2Classification performance of the graph-CNN model directly trained based on the ADNI-1 cohort (Scratch) and trained based on the ADNI-2 cohort (Pre-trained) with respect to the number of training epoch for the CN vs. AD classification.Fig. 2Fig. 3Classification performance of the graph-CNN model directly trained based on the ADNI-1 cohort (Scratch) and trained based on the ADNI-2 cohort (Pre-trained) with respect to the number of training epoch for the CN vs. MCI classification.Fig. 3Fig. 4Classification performance of the graph-CNN model directly trained based on the ADNI-1 cohort (Scratch) and trained based on the ADNI-2 cohort (Pre-trained) with respect to the number of training epoch for the MCI vs. AD classification.Fig. 4Table 4Classification performance of the spectral graph-CNN models for the ADNI-1 cohort.Table 4TaskSamplesACC (%)SEN (%)SPE (%)F1 (%)GMean (%)CN vs. AD654/96581.085.574.584.379.8CN vs. MCI661/121067.671.360.774.065.8MCI vs. AD1071/94465.477.554.667.765.1[^7]

3.3. Transfer learning of the graph-CNN to the Asian cohort {#s0110}
-----------------------------------------------------------

[Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} shows the classification performance of the graph-CNN model that was directly trained based on the Asian cohort (learn-from-scratch model) and was trained based on the ADNI-2 cohort (trained CN vs. LMCI model) but tested on the Asian cohort for CN vs. Moderate MCI task. The trained model consistently achieved higher and more consistent performance than the learn-from-scratch model in terms of sensitivity, F1 score and geometric mean with respect to the number of fine-tuning epoch. Moreover, the best CN vs. Moderate MCI performance ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, ACC = 71.1%, SEN = 73.7%, SPE = 69.2%, F1 = 68.3%, GMean = 71.4%) by this trained graph-CNN model on the Asian cohort was achieved at 60 epochs, and such performance was consistently preserved with more epochs. This transfer classification performance is comparable to the performance of the graph-CNN on the ADNI-2 cohort ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}; CN vs. LMCI: 69.3%). We then directly applied this trained model (fine-tuned with 60 epochs) to predict the labels of 43 AD subjects of the Asian cohort and achieved a very promising prediction accuracy of 88.4% (38/43 AD subjects). The AD prediction accuracy was consistently higher than 90% when the trained model was fine-tuned with more epochs.Fig. 5Classification performance of the graph-CNN model directly trained based on the Asian cohort (Scratch) and trained based on the ADNI-2 cohort (Pre-trained) with respect to the number of training epoch for the CN vs. Moderate MCI classification.Fig. 5

3.4. The most discriminating brain regions {#s0115}
------------------------------------------

[Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} graphically illustrates the top ten most discriminating brain regions for the AD and LMCI classifications. The most discriminating regions for AD included the left parahippocampus, the left anterior and middle cingulate gyri, the right superior temporal gyrus, the right Heschl\'s gyrus, left precuneus, the right postcentral gyrus, the left Rolandic operculum, the right paracentral lobule, and the left lingual gyrus ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}A). The AD classification accuracies of these regions were between 60--66% (Table S2 in the Supplementary), implying significant drops of performance from that used all brain regions (86%). On the other hand, the most discriminating regions for LMCI were similar to those for AD, mainly including the bilateral parahippocampus, the middle cingulate gyri, the left middle temporal gyrus, the bilateral superior temporal gyri, the bilateral Heschl\'s gyri, and the left olfactory ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}B). The LMCI classification accuracies of these regions were between 50--52% (Table S2 in the Supplementary), implying significant drops of performance from that used all brain regions (69%). Consistent with existing literature ([@bb0030]; [@bb0065]; [@bb0110]; [@bb0125]; [@bb0145]; [@bb0190]; [@bb0335]; [@bb0390]), the spectral graph-CNN identified the parahippocampus as one of the major cortical regions distinguishing AD and LMCI from CN.Fig. 6Top 10 cortical regions for most discriminating (A) AD and (B) LMCI from CN.Fig. 6

4. Discussion {#s0120}
=============

In this present study, we endeavored to examine whether classifiers trained on a specific population are transferable to other populations for the AD/MCI diagnosis. Our experimental results demonstrated that the proposed spectral graph-CNN based framework in general performed significantly better than the Euclidean-domain based MLN and 1D CNN for the MCI and AD classification. Moreover, our framework also achieved a promising MCI to AD conversion prediction performance, which is vital for the early diagnosis of AD at its prodromal stage. More importantly, our results demonstrated the feasibility of applying the classifiers built on the ADNI-2 dataset to the Asian dataset. Such finding is crucial to mitigate the burden of building a reliable population-specific classifier from scratch.

We demonstrated that the proposed framework generally outperformed those Euclidean-domain based neural network classifiers, including MLN and 1D CNN with cortical thickness as the input and the 2D CNN with T~1~-weighted MR image as the input ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). The improvement in the performance of the spectral graph-CNN over the MLN could be attributed to its preservation of the underlying cortical geometry (as illustrated in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, compared to the fully connected MLN, the spectral graph-CNN has fewer learnable parameters (i.e., filter weights). A small number of filters (i.e., 8, 16 and 32 filters in the first, second and third convolutional layers, respectively, and each filter has only 3 parameters) that shared over all locations on the cortical graph were used in the study, which makes it more suitable when the training sample size is small.

On the other hand, the classification improvement of the spectral graph-CNN over the conventional 1D CNN could be attributed to meaningful convolution and pooling operations among the "locally-connected" vertices on the cortical graph (see illustration in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). This result demonstrated the importance of identifying locally-connected neighboring vertices on a graph for convolution and pooling operations that are analogous to those on a grid-based image in computer vision ([@bb0250]). Also, our finding of better classification performance by the spectral graph-CNN over the 2D CNN might due to the finer morphological information provided by the cortical thickness on the cortical graph compared to the coarser pixel-based image intensity. Nevertheless, this experiment was limited to the CNN where the 2D images of the three principal axes were used in order to employ the trained ResNet-50 model that was specified with three channels of 2D images as inputs. The performance of the 2D CNN model may be improved when incorporating more 2D MRI slices may contain specific statistical property of the sample ([@bb0405]).

Our proposed framework further achieved a promising MCI to AD conversion prediction performance (75% and 92% for EMCI and LMCI, respectively), which is critical for early diagnosis of AD at its prodromal stage. These high prediction accuracies could be attributed to the spectral graph-CNN\'s ability to extract dementia-associated subtle changes of brain morphology from the cortical graph. The conversion accuracy for EMCI scans was much lower than that for LMCI scans possibly due to less obvious brain morphological changes at the beginning stage (i.e., EMCI) compared to at the later stage (i.e., LMCI) of the disease ([@bb0165]; [@bb0180]). Identifying MCI subjects with a high risk of developing AD is crucial as intervention or treatment could be applied at the earliest stage to slow down the progression of disease ([@bb0100]).

In the past few years, researchers employed deep learning approaches for predicting MCI and AD, which was mainly based on the ADNI-1 dataset (see review in ([@bb0020])). There was one recent study that performed CNN on the ADNI-2 dataset ([@bb0170]). This study incorporated two regular CNN models, denoted as VoxCNN and VoxRes, and evaluated their performance on a small subset of 61 CN, 50 AD, 43 LMCI and 77 EMCI subjects from the ADNI-2 dataset ([@bb0170]). The VoxCNN was a 17-layers regular 3D CNN built upon the VGG architecture ([@bb0330]), while the VoxRes was a 21-layers regular 3D CNN built upon the ResNet architecture ([@bb0140]). Both VoxCNN and VoxRes were directly applied on the downsampled unprocessed MRI scans, i.e., no intensity normalization, no skull-stripping, no segmentation, etc. Our spectral graph-CNN on the cortical thickness outperformed these two voxel-based 3D CNN models in all classifiers in terms of classification accuracy, except for CN vs. EMCI where all compared classifiers achieved just above chance performance (see ([@bb0170])). Our spectral graph-CNN model showed at least 4.9% improvement on classification accuracy for classifiers of CN vs. AD, CN vs. LMCI, EMCI vs. LMCI, and EMCI vs. AD. The robustness of our spectral graph-CNN could be attributed to the utilization of: (1) *finer* cortical morphological features compared to *downsampled coarser* pixel-based image intensity, (2) pre-processed *good quality noise-reduced* MRI scans compared to unprocessed *noisy* original scans, and (3) significantly *larger sample size* (3089 vs. 231) to learn compact latent patterns from high dimensional neuroimaging data. Furthermore, our spectral graph-CNN achieved more consistent performances over multiple repetitions for all six classifiers as shown by much smaller standard deviations in classification accuracy. Our results shed new light on the importance of cortical geometry in deep neural network for improving classification accuracy.

The spectral graph-CNN models that were trained based on the ADNI-2 cohort demonstrated better classification performance on the ADNI-1 cohort after fine-tuning as compared to the models that were learned directly based on the ADNI-1 cohort ('learn-from-scratch' models) when a small number of training/fine-tuning epochs were used. This performance gain via fine-tuning may suggest that our proposed framework is capable of capturing morphological changes of the brain that are essential to AD/MCI regardless the populations. Our results further demonstrated the applicability of the proposed framework to a small dataset of another population. In neural network, transferring knowledge or features learned from one task/dataset to another is often achieved by updating only the last few layers of a pre-trained network ([@bb0415]). As the base and target tasks (e.g., MCI and AD classifications) were the same, we ensured that the dementia-associated knowledge learned from the Caucasian population (i.e., ADNI-2 dataset) could be directly transferred to the Asian population by freezing the convolutional layers during the fine-tuning process. The graph convolutional layers play a feature detector role to learn dementia-associated knowledge of the whole brain morphology from the Caucasian population, while the fully connected and logit layers form a reasoning module for making an inference of clinical diagnosis based on the learned knowledge for the Asian population. Our findings showed that the trained model consistently achieved better or comparable performance than the learn-from-scratch model ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that both the Caucasian and Asian populations shared neural morphological patterns for AD/MCI. Of note, the pre-trained model fine-tuned using Moderate MCI subjects of the Asian population could accurately identify the AD subjects of the same population, implying that relevant knowledge of the target population, even with the less severe condition, is able to efficiently improve the AD prediction. Taking together, our results demonstrated the feasibility of applying the spectral graph-CNN trained based on the ADNI-2 cohort to other population. Such finding is crucial evidence for the generalization of existing knowledge across populations for early diagnosis and prognosis of AD. This sheds light on learning of cross-datasets and cross-populations for image-based brain disease diagnosis. This is in line with the conclusion drawn from previous medical image-based computer-aided detection studies that transfer learning could be a useful technique to mitigate the issue due to a small well-annotated dataset in the medical imaging domain ([@bb0195]; [@bb0325]).

Our spectral graph CNN-based framework achieved decent and comparable performance when compared to state-of-the-art methods for the CN vs. AD classification based on the ADNI-1 or ADNI-2 dataset ([Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}). Our spectral graph-CNN achieved accuracies of 89.4% and 85.8% for the ADNI-1 and ADNI-2 cohort respectively, which are better than the methods with ROI-based cortical thickness as features (\<85%) ([@bb0105]; [@bb0395]). Compared to the other methods listed in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}, the spectral graph-CNN had comparable performance. However, it performed slightly lower than that in ([@bb0005]; [@bb0205]; [@bb0350]), perhaps because of differences in the sample size. Nevertheless, the published results ([Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}) were based on the relatively balanced samples between CN and AD, while our study incorporated the full sample of the ADNI-1 and ADNI-2 cohorts and the imbalanced samples. It has been indicated that classification performance decreases when the sample size increases ([@bb0235]). However, a classifier built based on a large sample is relatively robust. Our study showed the robustness of the spectral graph-CNN-based framework on the imbalanced samples in AD and CN as both sensitivity and specificity rates were relatively similar.Table 5Classification accuracy between Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) patients and normal controls from the ADNI cohorts.Table 5StudyFeature typeClassifierSamples (AD/CN)ACC (%)SEN (%)SPE (%)([@bb0050])HP/EC volumeQDA60/6090.088.092.0([@bb0315])10 volumesSVM221/276--86.091.0([@bb0425])GM volumeSVM45/5084.8----([@bb0345])GM volumeSAE + SVM51/5288.2----([@bb0350])GM volumeJLLR + DeepESM186/22691.092.789.9([@bb0230])Whole brain (patch-based)2D CNN49/30--69.098.0([@bb0205])GM voxelsEnsemble SRC198/22990.886.394.8([@bb0025])GM voxelsRLR171/18887.184.388.9([@bb0005])Bilateral HP2D CNN188/22891.493.889.1([@bb0395])ROI-based CTSVM200/19884.782.886.5([@bb0105])ROI-based CTLDA194/22684.579.488.9([@bb0040])Vertex-based CTPCA + LDA128/160--82.093.0ProposedCT graphGraph-CNN592/96085.883.587.5[^8]

In the classification of AD and LMCI, the majority of the most discriminating regions were located at the temporal lobe (the temporal and Heschl\'s gyri), the parahippocampus, and the cingulate gyri. Our findings are in accordance with previous studies on both AD and MCI populations that reported significant atrophy within these brain regions ([@bb0030]; [@bb0065]; [@bb0110]; [@bb0125]; [@bb0145]; [@bb0190]; [@bb0335]; [@bb0390]). The medial temporal lobe (MTL), associated with memory loss ([@bb0130]; [@bb0150]; [@bb0275]; [@bb0340]), was affected during the course of the disease. The parahippocampal atrophy, identified as a biomarker at the early phase of AD ([@bb0095]), supports our finding on the most discriminating power of the bilateral parahippocampal gyrus for LMCI. Moreover, cortical thicknesses of the superior temporal gyrus and the parahippocampus was also found effective in predicting the conversion of MCI to AD ([@bb0110]). In addition to significant cortical thinning in the parahippocampus and the temporal gyri, AD patients also showed thinning in the anterior and posterior cingulate gyri ([@bb0185]). An existing longitudinal study suggested a significant correlation between cortical thinning in the parahippocampus and the anterior cingulate gyrus with the progression of AD based on their thinning rate from the mild to severe stages of the disease ([@bb0185]). In a volumetric analysis, smaller cortical volumes were observed in the anterior and posterior cingulate gyri in AD compared to healthy controls ([@bb0155]).

The present study posed several limitations. First, the ADNI project is a continuous longitudinal study with most of the individuals have been followed up for years and scanned for multiple times. In this study, we, however, treated each scan as an individual sample to increase the number of training sample. Longitudinal brain morphological changes have been proven as a useful neuroimaging biomarker not only for AD/MCI identification ([@bb0200]) but also potentially for predicting conversion and time-to-conversion of an individual to other clinical conditions ([@bb0200]; [@bb0375]). We believe that incorporating the longitudinal morphological pattern would be beneficial to the proposed cortical graph based CNN model to improve the AD/MCI diagnosis and prognosis accuracy. Second, the most discriminating regions for AD and LMCI in this study were determined based on a leave-one-ROI approach, in which only the contribution of a brain region was quantified at each time. Although the most discriminating regions have been consistently reported to be associated with the AD pathology, the leave-one-ROI approach may be less comprehensive in reflecting the contribution of a group of the brain regions as the nature of deep neural network is to characterize multivariate features and their interactions ([@bb0080]; [@bb0385]). In addition, we identified discriminating brain regions of the spectral graph-CNN classifiers based on the AAL atlas. Other atlases can also be used. However, our approach may not work to identify discriminating regions at a vertex level. This could be due to a limited contribution of each vertex to the discriminating power of the disease classes. Furthermore, we noted that the classification accuracy of MCI/AD in existing literature based on multi-modal imaging data (e.g., ([@bb0420]; [@bb0425]; [@bb0430]; [@bb0440]; [@bb0445])) may be higher than that provided by this study based only on cortical thickness. Our study could not incorporate multi-modal imaging data partly because other imaging modalities, such as PET, DTI, and fMRI, were collected in a subset of the subjects in ADNI. This restricts the robustness of the training of the spectral graph-CNN. Nevertheless, our framework can be extended to a multi-channel spectral graph-CNN to incorporate multi-modal imaging data represented on the cortical surface.

5. Conclusions {#s0125}
==============

In this paper, we employed the spectral graph-CNN based framework that utilized cortical thickness and its underlying geometric information for AD and MCI diagnosis and MCI-to-AD conversion. We evaluated the effectiveness of our framework using 3089 MRI scans from the publicly available ADNI-2 cohort and demonstrated state-of-the-art dementia classification performance. The spectral graph-CNN on cortical thickness outperformed the voxel-based CNN models. Furthermore, our spectral graph-CNN was able to achieve a relatively balanced prediction for the two classes with the imbalanced sample sizes. We achieved this via training mini-batch with balanced samples in two classes and oversampling of the class with a small sample size, and determining the optimal network parameters based on the adjusted geometric mean that emphasizes balanced performance for both the majority and minority classes. The spectral graph-CNN also achieved high prediction accuracy for the conversion of MCI to AD. When transferring the spectral graph-CNN model trained on the ADNI-2 cohort to the Asian cohort, the spectral graph-CNN consistently achieved better classification performance compared to the same model that trained directly on the Asian cohort. Furthermore, the trained spectral graph-CNN model that fine-tuned on MCI subjects was able to accurately identify AD subjects from the Asia cohort, suggesting the feasibility of applying the existing robust classifiers for early diagnosis and prognosis of MCI and AD of new populations. The spectral graph-CNN model proposed in this study is relatively general and can be applied to other brain imaging data for the early diagnosis of brain disorders. Further improvement can be obtained when integrating the spectral graph-CNN on cortical thickness with other classification approaches on multi-modal brain image data.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#s0130}
==============================

Supplementary materialImage 1

Singapore Ministry of Education (Academic research fund tier 1; NUHSRO/2017/052/T1-SRP-Partnership/01), and NUS Institute of Data Science, Singapore.

<https://www.alz.org/research/for_researchers/partnerships/wwadni/about_wwadni>

[adni.loni.usc.edu](http://adni.loni.usc.edu){#ir0020}

The number of subjects for each group was based on the clinical status during the MRI acquisition visit. Some subjects falled into 2 or more groups due to conversion from one clinical status to another.

<https://www.tensorflow.org/>

Different numbers of CN, MCI and AD scans of the ADNI-1 cohort were used in the classification tasks since subjects were randomly selected from the ADNI-2 cohort for training the graph-CNN models from scratch.

<https://github.com/tensorflow/models>

<http://www.image-net.org/>

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2019.101929>.

[^1]: Data used in preparation of this article were obtained from the Alzheimer\'s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database ([adni.loni.ucla.edu](http://adni.loni.ucla.edu){#ir0005}). As such, the investigators within the ADNI contributed to the design and implementation of ADNI and/or provided data but did not participate in analysis or writing of this report. A complete listing of ADNI investigators can be found at: <http://adni.loni.ucla.edu/wp-content/uploads/how_to_apply/ADNI_Acknowledgement_List.pdf>.

[^2]: Abbreviations. CN: Control normal; AD: Alzheimer\'s disease; MCI: Mild cognitive impairment; EMCI: Early MCI; LMCI: Late MCI; MMSE: Mini-Mental State Exam; CDR-SB: Clinical Dementia Rating Scale-Sum of Boxes.

[^3]: The number of subjects for each group was based on the clinical status during the MRI acquisition visit. There are subjects who fall into 2 or more groups due to conversion from one clinical status to another.

[^4]: Abbreviations. CN: Control normal; MCI: Mild Cognitive Impairment; AD: Alzheimer\'s disease; MMSE: Mini-Mental State Exam; CDR-SB: Clinical Dementia Rating Scale-Sum of Boxes.

[^5]: Abbreviations. CN: Control normal; AD: Alzheimer\'s disease; MCI: Mild cognitive impairment; EMCI: Early MCI; LMCI: Late MCI; ACC: Accuracy; SEN: Sensitivity; SPE: Specificity; F1: F1 score; GMean: Geometric mean. Bold indicates a significant improvement of graph-CNN in prediction accuracy.

[^6]: indicates the graph CNN model statistically outperformed MLN, 1D or 2D CNN at p \< 0.05.

[^7]: Abbreviations. CN: Control normal; AD: Alzheimer\'s disease; MCI: Mild cognitive impairment; ACC: Accuracy; SEN: Sensitivity; SPE: Specificity; F1: F1 score; GMean: Geometric mean.

[^8]: Abbreviations. GM: Gray Matter; SVM: Support Vector Machine; CT: Cortical Thickness; ROI: Region-Of-Interest; PCA: Principal Component Analysis; LDA: Linear Discriminant Analysis; ROI: Region-Of-Interest; QDA: Quadratic Discriminant Analysis; SRC: Sparse Regression Classifier; RLR: Regularized Linear Regression; JLLR: Joint Linear and Logistic Regression; SAE: Stacked Auto-Encoder: DeepESM: Deep Ensemble Sparse Model; HP: Hippocampus; EC: Entorhinal Cortex; ACC: Accuracy; SEN: Sensitivity; SPE: Specificity.
